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ABSTRACT We quantify the impact of technological innovation factors on university patent transferability,
accurately identify transferable patents, and address the lack of interpretability in existing patent transferabil-
ity models. Firsly, we apply the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) model to conduct text mining and feature
extraction on abstracts of university patents in the field of artificial intelligence to obtain the technological
innovation features of university patents. We then construct a patent transferability fusion index system that
includes technological innovation features and quality features. Four typical machine learning algorithms,
namely support vector machine (SVM), random forest (RF), artificial neural network (ANN), and extreme
gradient boosting (XGBoost) are used to predict university patent transferability. We use SHapley Additive
exPlanations (SHAP) to explore feature importance and interactions based on the model with the strongest
performance. Our results show that (1) XGBoost outperforms the other algorithms in predicting university
patent transferability; (2) fusion indicators can effectively improve prediction performance with respect to
university patent transferability; (3) the importance of technological innovation features generated with
XGBoost is generally high; and (4) the impact of both technology innovation and patent quality features
on university patent transferability is nonlinear and there are significant positive interaction effects between
them.

INDEX TERMS Artificial intelligence, LDA, machine learning, patent transferability, SHAP, technological
innovation, university patents.

I. INTRODUCTION
In today’s knowledge-based economy, technological inno-
vation is not only essential to an enterprise’s survival and
sustainable development, but it also embodies the competi-
tiveness that is at the core of industries, regions, and countries.
Patents are an institutional by-product of technological inno-
vation that provide both protective and incentive benefits.
However, not all patents spread technological innovation or
involve innovation effects. From an economic perspective,
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new products, processes, and systems that become a part
of commercial activities for the first time are considered
innovations [1]. Therefore, only through industrialization can
patents achieve market value and promote social and eco-
nomic development. Universities play an important role in
a country’s innovation system by producing many patents,
but many of these patents do not support economic activity,
resulting in a waste of scientific and technological resources.
Identifying transferable patents can support universities to
recover the investment costs of patent research and develop-
ment as well as the management costs required to maintain
patents by transferring patents to generate profits. In addtion,
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identifying transferable patents can help enterprises purchase
patents with economic potential to enhance their market com-
petitiveness. Therefore, selecting suitable patents for trading
is conducive to the process of patent transfer between uni-
versities and enterprises, thereby promoting the efficiency
of university patent transfer. In this context, constructing a
research to evaluate the university patent transferability is of
great significance.

A few studies show the impact of patent quality and
intrinsic value on patent transferability, mainly by relying on
features of the patent literature and patent inventor charac-
teristics to construct patent transferability prediction models
[2]. However, patents with transferability potential usually
have both technical quality and market value [3]. Therefore,
focusing on the effects of patent quality and intrinsic value
on patent transferability is not sufficient, as it neglects the
fact that patents are tradable commodities in the technology
market; their value must be recognized, and an investment is
required to realize that economic value.Many studies propose
that the process of patenting technological innovation should
be improved to facilitate the transformation of scientific
and technological achievements to help promote economic
growth [4], [5].

The ability to engage in technological innovation con-
tributes to factor to patent transferability, and including
features associated with technological innovation involving
patents into the study of how to predict patent transferabil-
ity is of great significance, as is exploring the interaction
effect between patent technological innovation features and
patent quality features. Most studies predict patent transfer-
ability using black-boxmachine learningmodels that perform
well but lack interpretability, making it difficult to provide
practical guidance for universities and enterprises seeking to
improve patent transferability.

As the most effective repository of technical information,
patent texts typically contain the latest technological intel-
ligence in each field and can reflect the current level of
technological innovation [6]. As the core of the 4th indus-
trial revolution, artificial intelligence has developed into an
extensive technology that integrates multiple disciplines and
fields and is now considered one of the key technologies
driving economic and social development [7]. Based on the
above, we use patent data in the field of artificial intelligence
from Chinese universities over the past five years and obtain
patent technology innovation indicators by applying the latent
Dirichlet allocation (LDA) model, establishing a patent trans-
ferability indicator system that includes features of patents
that indicate both technological innovation and quality, and
exploring the importance of, as well as the interaction
effect between these features in predicting university patent
transferability based on machine learning models and the
SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) framework. We seek
to improve prediction accuracy regarding the transferability
of university-based patents and provide a decision-making
tool for universities and enterprises to promote patent transfer.

II. RELATED WORK
A. PATENT TRANSFERABILITY
As the term suggests, ‘‘patent transferability’’ refers to the
ease with which a patent can be transferred. Existing studies
evaluate patent transferability from a patent quality perspec-
tive by constructing evaluation index systems that mostly
involve technical, legal, and economic dimensions based
on the characteristics of the patent literature [8], [9], [10].
Recent studies have observed that the content of patent texts
affects patent transferability. For example, Lee et al. [11]
construct a patent transferability model using the LDAmodel
and Adaboost algorithm and find that theme-related factors
improve the model’s prediction accuracy. Ran et al. [12]
combine the LDA model with the K-means algorithm to
determine a patent’s technical theme and integrated this with
patent evaluation indicators to identify convertible patents
from universities. Biao et al. [13] apply the Bidirectional
Enoceder Representations fromTransformers model to repre-
sent the semantic features of patent texts using d-dimensional
feature vectors, construct a university patent value evaluation
model using machine learning algorithms, and predict the
probability of patent transfer. Although these studies consider
the impact of patent text content on patent transferability, they
are limited in that they cluster and partition patent texts as
feature variables for use in predicting patent transferability,
rather than extracting, defining and measuring innovative
elements in the patent text; thus, such studies cannot explore
the impact of technological innovation factors on patent
transferability. Furthermore, these studies mainly focus on
the predictive performance of patent transferability models
and pay less attention to the model’s interpretability, making
it difficult to provide practical guidance to universities and
other enterprises seeking to improve patent transferability.

To address the shortcomings of the existing research in
this area, we construct a patent transferability index system
that includes both patent technological innovation features
and quality features, and then establishes a patent transfer-
ability prediction model using different machine learning
algorithms. To enhance model interpretability, the SHAP
framework is applied based on the model with the best
performance in terms of identifying the importance of
and interaction effects between features that affect patent
transferability.

B. IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION
CAPABILITY ON PATENT TRANSFERABILITY
Many scholars have pointed out that theoretically, an insuffi-
cient level of technological innovation leads to a low patent
conversion rate. Specifically, Zong et al. [14] show that many
experimental studies conducted in Chinese universities are
solely aimed at applying for patents and resulted in fewer
original achievements, and that their patents had less value in
terms of industrial application, impeding the growth in patent
conversion rates for those universities. Yang et al. [15] show
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that the innovation efficiency of Chinese key core patents
is low, that problems of ‘‘patent foam’’ and ‘‘innovation
illusion’’ are still prominent, and that key core patents are
severely disconnected from the market, with the result that
most key core patents do not transform into technological
competitive advantages for commercial enterprises.

In terms of empirical analyses, most of the relevant studies
[16], [17] measure the impact of technological innovation
on patent industrialization from a mesoscopic perspective,
which uses the amount of technology research and funding
in each university, enterprise, or region as the input indicator
and the revenue generated from new products as the output
indicator for technological industrialization. The impact is
then estimated in terms of technological innovation efficiency
using the data envelopment analysis (DEA) model. This
type of research confirms the importance of technological
innovation capabilities in patent transformation but still has
certain limitations. First, in the DEA method the process of
technological innovation is a black box, considering only the
efficiency of technological innovation as the output, and lacks
the direct measurement of patent technological innovation.
Second, studying the technological innovation capability of a
certain unit or region from a mesoscopic perspective does not
capture the relationship between the technological innovation
capability of a given patent technology and its transferabil-
ity. Therefore, it is important to identify the technological
innovation ability reflected in patent content from a micro
perspective to empirically analyze the impact of technolog-
ical innovation ability on university patent transferability.

C. TEXT-BASED PATENT TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION
EVALUATION METHOD
As important repositories of technological innovation, patents
contain a large amount of leading-edge technological infor-
mation, and the semantic information included in patent texts
can reflect content about technological innovation. Previous
research mainly analyses patent documents based on proba-
bilistic topic models, including the widely used probabilistic
latent semantic analysis (pLSA) and LDAmodels. For exam-
ple, Bao et al. [18] use the pLSA algorithm to construct the
technical and efficacy dimensions of a patent technology
mining model for patents involving titanium; Han et al. [19]
identify breakthrough innovative technology topics in the
solar photovoltaic field based on the LDA model, and Kim
et al. [20] use the LDAmodel to analyze patents in the United
States Patent and Trademark Office database to identify
emerging and nascent technology areas for wireless power
transmission. Based on the available research, the LDAmodel
has proven to be superior to the pLSAmodel in some respects.
First, the LDA approach can eliminate overfitting problems
and compute scalable fine-grained, low dimensional semantic
representations [21]. Second, LDA can enhance the capture
of interchangeability between mixed model words and doc-
uments [22]. When dealing with big data, computational
complexity can be reduced [23] and overfitting problems can

also be avoided through the Dirichlet distribution used in
LDA [24]. Owing to the large amount of university patent
text data involved, we apply the LDA method in this study.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. LATENT DIRICHLET ALLOCATION
The LDA topic model is an unsupervised machine learning
algorithm based on the word bag model, which can be used
to identify hidden topic information in large-scale documents
or corpora. As a three-layer Bayesian probability model, the
LDA model consists of a three-layer structure of documents,
topics, and words [25]. Each document is composed of a
certain probability of topics, and each topic is composed
of a certain probability of words. Polynomial distributions
of the document and topic words can be obtained through
the LDA topic model. The probability of words reflects the
strength of the correlation between the words and the topics.
In studying topic discovery and evolution, the LDA model
can accurately extract topics from texts and discover popular
topics. Perplexity is an evaluation criterion for the quality of a
probability distribution in the LDA model, which represents
the uncertainty of the topic to which the document belongs,
the value of perplexity basically shows a decreasing trend as
the number of potential topics increases. Models with better
performance generally have lower perplexity. The optimal
number of topics can be obtained according to the perplexity
with the lowest value or at the inflection point of the perplex-
ity curve. The perplexity can be calculated using euqation (1):

Perplexity(D) = exp

M∑
d=1

logP(Wd )

M∑
d=1

Nd

(1)

where D represents the set of all words in the document; M
represents the number of documents;Wd represents the word
in document d ; Nd represents the number of words for d in
each document; P (Wd ) represents the probability of words
appearing in the document.

B. PATENT TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION INDICATORS
Given that patent content is related to the core elements of
technological innovation in each research field and illustrates
the technological evolution process of each industry [26], the
consistency between a patent and the industry’s development
direction can be reflected by the number of core keywords
contained in the patent. Furthermore, due to differences in the
importance of various innovative elements there will also be
differences in the popularity of core keywords. The greater
the popularity of a keyword, the more attention one should
pay to the content associated with the keyword for a given
industry. Therefore, innovation core value can be regarded
as a numerical expression of the degree to which core key-
words are valued in a patent’s content, which also indicates
the patent applicant’s understanding of the core technical
elements in each field [27]. Accordingly, the number of core
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keyword and innovation core value are used as patent tech-
nology innovation indicators in this research.

Core keywords are commonly used terms related to techno-
logical innovation achievements in a specific field. To obtain
the core keywords, we apply the term frequency–inverse
document frequency (TF-IDF) value as the word frequency.
We then perform LDA modeling on all university patents
texts in the field of artificial intelligence, retaining the h
topic words with the highest weights under each topic, and
selecting nouns as the core keywords to obtain the set of core
keywords {T1 · · · Tj · · · Tn}. We then count the number of
core keywords in patent t as the core keyword indicator for
that patent.

After obtaining the core keyword set {T1 · · · Tj · · · Tn} for
the field of artificial intelligence, the importance value I (Tj)
of keyword Tj can be calculated using equation (2) [27]:

I (Tj) =

K∑
i=1

Pi(Tj) ∗ Ni (2)

where K represents the number of topics for LDA modeling
of all university patents, PiTj represents the probability of
keyword Tj in topic i, and Ni represents the number of core
keywords included in topic i. Subsequently, the innovation
core value Ct of a patent in each field can be calculated
according to equation (3) as follows:

Ct =

n∑
j=1

I (Tj) ∗W (Tj) (3)

where I (Tj) is the important value of keyword i, and W (Tj)
represents the frequency of core keyword Tj occurring in a
single patent abstract.

C. EXTREME GRADIENT BOOSTING
The Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) is an ensemble
algorithm of machine learning, which evolved from the Gra-
dient Augmented Regression Tree algorithm, has beenwidely
used due to its outstanding efficiency and accuracy [28].
The XGBoost algorithm can accelerate computation speed
through parallel learning and add modifications to the objec-
tive function to improve prediction accuracy, as well as utilize
regularization enhancement techniques to reduce overfitting,
thereby ensuring the robustness of the model and achieving
better prediction performance under limited training samples
and time. The distinctive properties of XGBoost make the
algorithm more accurate and faster than other existing algo-
rithms [29].

D. RANDOM FOREST
The Random Forest model developed by Breiman is an inte-
grated algorithm that includes multiple decision trees, and
has a high classification accuracy and generalization ability
[30]. The basic idea of the RF algorithm is to combine mul-
tiple weak classifiers into a strong classifier, which makes it
can effectively handle multi label problems in classification

problems. The RF algorithm first extracts multiple samples
from the original training set using bootstrap resampling, then
constructs and combined decision trees for each bootstrap
sample; the final prediction result is maintained by voting.

E. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
The Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm developed by
Vapnik for binary classification is a structural risk minimiza-
tion algorithm theory based on machine learning, proposed to
solve nonlinear regression and classification problems. The
SVM searches for the optimal hyperplane in n-dimensional
classification space that has the highest margin between
classes [31]. The basic idea of the SVM algorithm is to use
appropriate kernel functions to map the data to be classified
into a higher dimensional feature space with certain fault-
tolerant conditions. The SVM algorithm builds two parallel
hyperplanes on both sides of the separated dataset, and max-
imizes the distance between the two parallel hyperplanes to
achieve data classification.

F. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK
The Artificial Neural Network (ANN) algorithm, which was
derived from biological neural networks [32], is commonly
used for fitting nonlinear functions and has an outstanding
ability to determine the meaning and rules of complicated
data. The ANN algorithm establishes a nonlinear relation-
ship between input and output variables by setting input
layers, hidden layers, and output layers combined with exci-
tation functions. The ANN algorithm optimizes the model
based on the error between calculated and true values, and
then changes the weight of the model equation through
back propagation. The high-precision nonlinear approximate
mathematical model can be obtained through repeatedly
training..

G. SHAPLEY ADDITIVE EXPLANATIONS
Although machine learning models based on ensemble algo-
rithms perform extremely well, increased complexity reduces
the interpretability of these model. The SHAP framework
was introduced to improve the interpretability of the results
produced by machine learning models. SHAP is an explana-
tory framework for black-box models [33] based on Shapley
value-based calculations derived from alliance game theory
that measures how features and their interactions affect the
dependent variable [34]. SHAP considers each feature as
a contributor and calculates and summarizes each feature’s
contribution value to obtain the model’s final prediction.
A SHAP value greater than zero indicates a feature has a
positive effect on the result; a SHAP value below zero sug-
gests the feature has a negative effect on the result. SHAP
indicates a feature’s importance and show the relationship
between features, thereby explaining how variables affect the
prediction results. SHAP can improve model interpretability
by providing feature importance, feature dependence, local
explanations and summary plots [35].
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TABLE 1. Variables in predictive models.

H. MODEL EVALUATION INDICATORS
We evaluate our model’s accuracy and generalization perfor-
mance using the area under the ROC curve (AUC), along
with accuracy, specificity, and sensitivity [36]. Accuracy is
measured as the ratio of the number of correctly classified
samples to the total number for a given test dataset, while
recall rate represents the ratio of the predicted positive sample
size to the actual positive sample size. Precision represents
the ratio of actual positive examples to the predicted posi-
tive examples. The F-score represents the harmonic average
between accuracy and the recall rate. The ROC curve was
drawn with the true positive rate as the vertical axis and
false positive rate as the horizontal axis, which can reflect the
performance of different classification algorithms. The closer
the ROC curve is to the vertical axis, the larger the AUC and
the better the algorithm’s performance.

IV. DATA PREPROCESSING
A. DATA SOURCE AND INDICATOR SYSTEM
CONSTRUCTION
We selected 45,756 invention patents in the field of artificial
intelligence authorized by Chinese universities from 2018 to
2022 as our research sample. Patent data was obtained from
the IncoPat scientific and technological database, a platform
for innovation information. We construct an evaluation index
system of university patent transferability using patent qual-
ity and technological innovation dimensions. Specifically,
we select ten specific patent quality indicators from three
aspects of patents that refer to previous research, namely the
technology, legal, and market dimensions of that previous
research [37], [38], [39], [40]. In addition, we use the number
of core keywords and innovation core values as patent tech-
nological innovation indicators, as shown in Table 1.

B. ACQUISITION OF PATENT TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION
INDICATORS
In contrast to the quality indicators, technology innova-
tion indicators cannot be obtained directly from patent data

FIGURE 1. Perplexity of LDA trained on the university patents abstracts.

statistics. We first need to include keywords extracted from
the text of university patent abstracts using the LDA model.

In preprocessing the text before modeling, each patent
abstract was regarded as a document; those that were shorter
than 100 characters in Chinese were excluded. After word
segmentation, stemming, stop word removal, and other natu-
ral language processing processes were completed, keywords
were extracted to establish the user dictionary and form an
experimental corpus. The graph of topics versus perplexity
using the LDA model is shown in Figure 1. We select 14 as
the optimal number of topics as that is the number at the
inflection point of the perplexity curve.

After LDA modeling and TF-IDF calculations were com-
pleted, the top ten subject terms with the highest weight for
each topic were retained, and the patent core keywords in the
field of artificial intelligence were selected from these subject
terms, which are presented in Table 2.

After obtaining the core keywords in the field of artifi-
cial intelligence and counting the number of core keyword
contained in each patent, we can calculate the innovation
core value of each patent using equation (3) and obtain the
input dataset as listed in Table 3, which establishes a data
foundation for subsequent model training.
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TABLE 2. Top ten terms associated with fourteen topics learned on LDA model.

TABLE 3. Input values for university patent transferability model (partial data).

C. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION
The data shows that few of the university patents in our
sample have been transferred. Since an imbalance in the
binary classification outcome variables in the training set
reduces model efficiency and prediction accuracy [41],
we applied the SMOTE algorithm, which can effectively

balance the minority sample size with the majority sample
size, to address the problem of unbalanced outcome vari-
ables, thereby reducing excessive skewing in our datasets
[42]. The SMOTE algorithm was implemented using the
smotefamily package of R. SVM, XGBoost, RF, and arti-
ficial neural network models were implemented using the
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TABLE 4. Prediction performance of the four machine learning models.

FIGURE 2. ROC curves of the four machine learning models when technological innovation features were excluded (a) and included (b).

e1071, xgboost, randomforest, and net packages, respec-
tively. We used the grid search method to adjust the parame-
ters, and a 5-fold cross-validation method to find the optimal
parameter combination with the highest accuracy and the
lowest cross-validation error. We used the shapviz package
to build the SHAP model and produce visualizations of the
results.

V. RESULTS
A. MODEL EVALUATION
First, we compare the prediction performance for each of the
four models twice; the technological innovation features are
excluded from the first analysis and included in the second
analysis. We measure the results in terms of accuracy, recall,
and F-score, as shown in Table 4. Figure 2 shows the ROC
curve for each model. The analysis shows that when tech-
nological innovation indicators are included, the prediction
performance for each of the four models improves markedly
compared with the results when the technological innovation
indicators are excluded. The XGBoost algorithm produces
the best prediction performance among the four models,
regardless of whether technological innovation indicators are
considered.

B. MODEL INTERPRETATION AND ANALYSIS BASED ON
SHAP
1) MODEL GLOBAL INTERPRETATION
Taking XGBoost as the optimal model, feature importance is
denoted using the SHAP value, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 shows that the SHAP values for most of the
indicators are either ‘‘low on the left’’ or ‘‘high on the right.’’
The indicators that have a positive impact on patent trans-
fer are innovation core value, non-patent citations, claims,
core keywords, classification number, family country, back-
ward citation, and inventor. Among them, the innovation
core value, non-patent citation, and claims make relatively
significant contributions to patent transferability. In contrast,
forward citation has a negative impact on patent transfer-
ability. Whether or not the patent was submitted through the
Patent Cooperation Treaty or has been the subject of litigation
has no significant impact on patent transferability.

2) VARIABLE INTERACTIVE INTERPRETATION
The influence of these factors on patent transfers includes the
main influence of each factor and the interaction between fac-
tors. An interaction value from the SHAP algorithm greater
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FIGURE 3. Feature importance generated with the XGBoost model based
on SHAP value. Features are ranked in descending order of importance.

than 0 indicates a synergistic effect between the two factors,
i.e., the impact of a given factor on patent transfer is increased
by the simultaneous action of another factor. Obtaining the
interval at which the interaction value between two indicators
is greater than zero can reveal the promotion space of the
model by indicators of joint actions, thereby improvingmodel
interpretation. The SHAP dependence overview is presented
in Figure 4.

Figure 4 shows there are interaction effects among the
factors affecting university patent transferability, although the

FIGURE 4. SHAP dependence overview.

interaction effects reflected in the non-diagonal elements are
lower than themain effects reflected in the diagonal elements.
Among them, the innovation core value, claims, and core
keywords have the strongest interactions with other factors,
indicating that these three factors can effectively enhance
patent transferability that is impacted by other factors under
the interaction effect.

3) MODEL LOCAL INTERPRETATION
By studying the impact mechanism of a single indicator on
university patent transfers we can further understand the con-
ditions under which university patent transferability can be
promoted. Nine indicators with relatively significant impacts
on patent transfers are selected for model local interpretation,
as visualized in Figure 5.

Figure 5 shows that an increase in the innovation core
value, non-patent literature citations, and family countries
causes the SHAP values to increase rapidly, rise above zero
and maintain a strong positive influence on patent transfers.
As for the number of claims and core keywords, the SHAP
values increase slightly as the independent variable starts to
increase, then maintains a relatively stable level near zero.
When the number of claims exceeds eight and the number
of keywords exceeds nineteen, the SHAP value shows an
obvious upward trend indicating the independent variables
have a significant positive impact on the outcome variables.
An increase in the classification numbers leads to a fluctuat-
ing upward trend of the SHAP value, and an increase in the
number of inventors and backward citations also leads to an
increase in the SHAP value but the SHAP value has a slight
downward trend after it reaches a certain level. It is worth
noting that, in contrast to other indicators, the SHAP value
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FIGURE 5. Local interpretations for SHAP.

shows an overall downward trend with an increase in the
number of forward citations, which illustrates that forward
citations have a certain negative effect on patent transfer.
In general, the impact of indicators on patent transfers is
nonlinear.

VI. DISCUSSION
Previous studies indicate that patent quality is considered
the main factor affecting patent transfer [43], [44]. However,
some high-quality patents are not necessarily easy to trans-
fer [45], [46], and high-quality patents do not necessarily
mean high invention quality [47], suggesting there are other
factors that affect patent transferability. Technological inno-
vation factor has been shown to have a certain impact on
the patent conversion rate at a theoretical level, but no stud-
ies have quantified the impact of technological innovation
factors on patent transferability empirically. To improve the
body of research on patent transferability, this study identi-
fies patent technology innovation indicators by applying the
LDA model, integrates these technology innovation factor in
researching patent transferability predictions, and considers
the interaction effect between the technology innovation indi-
cators and patent quality features.

We use the XGBoost, SVM, RF, and ANN machine learn-
ing algorithms to establish a patent transferability model
before and after including the technological innovation fac-
tors, and the influence of each feature on patent transferability
as well as the interactions between features based on the
SHAP framework are explored. In terms of the model
choice, the XGBoost model demonstrates the best predic-
tion performance among the four models, and including
the technological innovation factors improves the prediction
performance for university patent transferability. In terms
of variable importance, the main factors affecting univer-
sity patents transferability are the innovation core value,
non-patent literature citations, and claims. Technological
innovation characteristics have a generally high and posi-
tive impact on university patent transferability. Although the
number of core keywords has a moderate positive impact
on patent transfer, its effect is relatively low compared to
the innovation core value, indicating that there are more
detailed technical solutions and key points in the research and
development hotspots of each technology field, and patents
that apply in a mainstream forward research direction are
more likely to be transferred. From the perspective of variable
interactions and local interpretations of the model, the impact
of patent technology innovation features and quality features
on university patent transferability is nonlinear and there is
a positive interaction between them. This suggests university
patent transferability can be promoted through the influence
of this synergy.

Notably, the number of forward citations is the only factor
that has a negative impact on patent transferability among
all the influencing factors, whereas in other studies it has
been shown to be independent of, or positively correlatedwith
patent transfer [48], [49]. It is possible that although forward
citations suggest a patent’s technological impact and qual-
ity [50], [51], as technology is constantly updated the cited
patent technology will gradually become obsolete relative to
new technologies, and all technologies are at risk of being
replaced by more advanced patented technologies during
their lifespan. Moreover, forward citations reflect the social
competition mechanism between private knowledge, which
is mostly used for technology comparisons [52]. Patents may
lose market share when being cited bymore competitors [53].
Therefore, the more frequently a patent is cited, the more new
technical challenges it is likely to face, which may reduce the
likelihood of transfer.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this study we apply content mining and feature extraction
of abstracts of patents granted in universities in the field
of artificial intelligence. Using the LDA model we con-
struct a patent transferability index system that combines of
patent technological innovation features and quality features.
We consider the SVM, RF, ANN and XGBoost algorithms
for data training and prediction. By exploring the importance
of features in patent transferability prediction as well as the
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interactions between innovation and quality features using
the XGBoost model and SHAP framework, we can draw the
following conclusions:

(1) A patent transferability model that includes factors
related to technological innovation improves the prediction
performance regarding university patent transferability, vali-
dated the ideas and methods proposed in this paper.

(2) Compared with the other machine learning models we
evaluated, the XGBoost model has the best performance in
predicting university patent transferability. The main factors
affecting university patent transferability are the innovation
core value, non-patent citations, and patent claims. The tech-
nological innovation features generally have a significant
impact on university patent transferability.

(3) Patent technological innovation features and quality
features have a nonlinear effect on the transferability of uni-
versity patents, and there is a significant positive interaction
between the two—in other words, improving either the level
of technology innovation in patents or patent quality will
enhance the effect of the other variable on patent transferabil-
ity. University-based patents with both strong technological
innovation features and high quality are more likely to be
transferred.

This study enriches the indicator system for patent trans-
ferability research and provides guidance for universities
seeking to apply for patents with higher transferability. It also
provides a basis for enterprises to identify patents with a
relatively highmarket value, which is conducive to promoting
the transfer rate of university patents in practice. This research
also has certain shortcomings. Limited by the scale of the
study, the models constructed in this study were applied
only to patent data in the field of artificial intelligence,
so the conclusion has domain limitations. Besides, to ensure
the accessibility of the index, only twelve patent evaluation
indexes were selected based on related research. According
to these deficiencies, a follow-up study could expand the
patent transferability evaluation index based on the theoret-
ical analysis and practical experience. In addition, the patent
transferability prediction model that includes technological
innovation factors could be extended to other technology-
related fields to explore the generalizability of the patent
transferability prediction model developed here, more uni-
versal conclusions are supposed to be drawn by comparing
domain differences based on patent data in all fields.
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